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During the summer and fall of 1975, I worked as a 
volunteer on the Alternate Modes Study which was sponsored 
"by the Pima Association of Governments in Tucson, Arizona, 

The purpose of this paper is to describe the Alternate 
Modes Study and offer a critical evaluation of the study 
procedures.

This paper is divided into two segments. The first is 
a discussion of the origin and development of the Alternate 
Modes Study. The second is a critical evaluation of the 
Study,
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I. ORIGIN AND DEVELOPMENT
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In late 1974, The Pima Association of Governments 
received a grant from the Urban Mass Transportation 
Administration to conduct an Alternate Modes Trans
portation Study of the Tucson area. The study was 
designed to examine land use/transportation 
combinations for the period 1975 to the year 2000 by 
concentrating upon alternative transportation modes in 
relation to the concept of activity centers.

ORIGIN OF THE STUDY
In 1972, the city of Tucson began several planning 

studies which ultimately led to the Alternate Modes Study 
(AMS). The feasibility of auto-free and auto-restrictive 
zones in Tucson, which is heavily oriented to the 
automobile, was assessed with respect to transportation 
problems and related economic issues. After a task force, 
appointed by the City Manager, decided that auto-free and 
auto-restrictive zones might well be advantageous for 
Tucson, a staff of three city planners refined the ideas 
and submitted a proposal to the Urban Mass Transit 
Administration (UMIA) for demonstration grant funds. After 
a favorable review by UMTA, the demonstration grant 
application was modified to include consideration of the 
regional Comprehensive Planning Process (CPP).
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The final grant application was submitted to UMTA in 
August, 1973, and was approved in February, 1974, for 
a total contract value of 5314,896,

Bids to conduct the AMS were received from trans
portation planning consultants. In June, 1974, Gruen 
•Associates of Los Angeles, California was awarded the 
contract to become the prime consultant to conduct the 
study.

The Pima Association of Governments (PAG) screening 
committee which had selected the consultant refined the 
contract into a final form which was acceptable to 
Gruen and each of the PAG jurisdictions. In September, 
1974, .the contract was submitted to Federal officials and 
final approval to begin the AMS was received in late 
December of 1974,

COORDINATION OF CONSULTANT AND LOCAL STAFF

By late 1974, the Pima Association of Governments 
Transportation Planning Program (PAGTPP) began to 
organize a staff to accomplish the local responsibilities 
of the AMS,
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Figure 1
RELATIONSHIP OF AMS TO GOVERNMENT JURISDICTIONS
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In general, (see Appendix I for Work Program Contract) 
the local staff would he responsible for gathering data pertaining 
to land use and transportation and submitting it to the 
consultant. The contract required the consultant to review 
the data and prepare long range concept plans for the 
selected activity centers.

Following a review of these plans by local agencies as 
well as the local Citizen Participation process, a long 
range plan would be adopted. The consultant would then 
produce a number of alternative short term plans which would 
lead to the long range goals. These short term plans would 
be reviewed by the local process and a final implementation
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strategy with regard to legal and economic factors would 
be proposed by the local staff.

BASIC CONCEPTS OP THE AMS

The land use and transportation concepts which were 
chosen to underlie the AMS are the activity center concept 
and an alternate mode transportation concept. It is 
understood in transportation planning that the relationship 
between land use and transportation is operative in both 
directions.

The activity center concept was selected through 
feedback during the early stages of the CPP which reflected 
a contained growth policy.

The economic feasibility of a contained growth policy 
for the Tucson area was highlighted by a study done by 
Booz, Allen, and Hamilton which projected a savings of 
#800 million in public services over a 25 year period if a 
contained growth policy were followed rather than the 
prevailing trend of peripheral growth.

The alternative (to automobile traffic) modes trans
portation concept had as local background the aforementioned 
auto-free studies. Significant factors would include 
energy conservation and pollution control.
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ACTIVITY CJSNTEHS

As defined in the AMS contract an activity center
is:

A geographic area of varying 
size which is of regional 
transportation and land use 
importance. An activity center 
may:

1. consist of a single land 
use (e.g., Davis-Monthan 
A.F.B. or U ♦ of A.) which 
"because of size, position, 
or intensity of use is 
meritorious of consideration 
or

2, contain or potentially 
contain a variety of 
uses; and access to, 
around and within the 
area which is of such 
type and magnitude to 
make the area meritorious 
of consideration.

The land use policy of the CPP encouraged the development 
of activity centers; the assumption underlying this 
concept is that growth in Tucson will occur about many 
major activity centers (See Appendix II for CPP draft 
discussion of activity centers). Planners working on the 
CPP identified about thirty areas as possible activity 
centers. The AMS staff and consultants narrowed the list 
to eleven centers and in July, 1975, the study was amended 
to consider four centers: the Central Business District,
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The University of Arizona, Park Mall and a prototype 
(primary function had not "been selected hy early 1976),

i
ALTERNATE MODES OF TRANSPORTATION

Alternate transportation modes were to be considered 
with respect to the size of the activity center and the 
scale of activity at the center. The latter would depend 
upon the intensity of movements generated within the center, 
attracted to the center, and passing through the center. 
Tucson’s climate allows a wide range of modes which might 
be considered for access and within center needs, with some 
modes potentially applicable for more than one need.
Examples of modes which might be considered are the commuter 
bus. Personal Rapid Transit (PRT), bicycles, and pedestrian 
movements.
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PROGRESS OF THE AMS

By January 1975, UMTA had approved the contract 
between Gruen and PAG, and the local staff began.to 
gather and transmit information to the consultant.
Included was information from the GPP as it became

; .

available; by January 1975, a GPP draft was available which 
was quite similar to the one released to the public in 
March, 1975.

In addition to the policies developed by the GPP,
AMS required future land use plans and each activity 
center’s origin-destination data. This was available and 
projected through 1985, however, the data base was that of 
I960. The consultant decided to utilize existing data as an 
indication of trends and utilize GPP projections as the 
long range plan.

As previously mentioned, the activity center concept 
recommended by the draft GPP included a total of thirty 
community, regional, and specific function locations 
(Appendix II). An initial task of the AMS steering committee 
was to reduce this list in number as the depth of treatment 
by the consultant was to vary inversely with the number of 
proposed study centers. Before April, the list was 
reduced to eleven.

By this time, the consultant had begun to develop the 
initial long range plans for several of the activity centers.
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Meanwhile, the local staff had begun work on the following 
series of tasks:

1. OBD parking inventory.
2. CBD (cordon) volume traffic counts in 

cooperation with City Traffic Engineering.
3. CBD through volume license plate studies

in cooperation with City Traffic Engineering 
and PAG-TPP.

4* Compilation of the County Assessor’s Valuation 
Data to produce a composite map of the 
downtown area showing average land and improve
ment values per square foot,

5. Ownership pattern map in the CBD area to 
identify large parcel holders.

6. Processing of 1970 Census work-trip data for 
the region to identify corridors of travel 
to major activity centers and from denser 
residential zones.

7. Analysis of traffic volume growth on the 
highway system links between 1967 and 1974 
to identify the nature and location of the 
increases.

8 . Preparation of land use data for simulation 
of travel for an activity center growth 
pattern in the design year.

9. Cooperation with City Transit Division to 
complete onboard transit data.

In July, 1975, following a preliminary review by 
the AMS steering committee of the consultants' progress, 
a change in the contract was proposed in order to address 
regional transportation concerns. The local staff wished
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to reorient the study from concentration on within-center 
circulation to include "between-center land use and trans
portation patterns.

The specific modifications proposed "by Gruen in response 
to the steering committee requests were:

1. A conceptual regional transportation plan 
will he prepared, suggesting general 
transit corridor locations, station spacings, 
and typical feeder services. Mutual 
influences between a regional transportation 
system and land uses, and the effect of the 
transportation system in supporting the 
activity center concept, will he addressed.

2. Primary emphasis will he placed on the 
development of alternative land use- 
transportation system plans for a select number 
of centers that have regional significance, 
including the central business district, the 
University of Arizona, an existing regional 
shopping center and a future major activity 
center.

3. The auto-free zone concept will he applied in 
the central business district and the 
University of Arizona.

4. Since the evaluation of EPA requirement impacts 
must he considered in a regional context, 
requiring the prior completion of the regional 
transportation and land use plan by agency 
staff, which is presently under study# AMS' will 
not include EPA measures in the work program.

5. In the absence of appropriate future regional 
trip demand data at this time, projected 
transportation demands within activity centers 
will be expressed within a broad range to 
cover probable limits of use.

6. A land use plan for the central business 
district is currently being developed by 
city staff and will not be available as 
input for the AMS study. Therefore, a
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comparative evaluation of the impacts of 
alternative land use-transportation 
system combinations on the various groups 
made by listing relative benefits and 
disadvantages.

7. The alternative land use-transportation 
system plans developed for each activity 
center will be maintained as alternative 
options throughout the course of the study, 
with no selection or recommendation to be 
made between alternatives.

8. Short-term improvements will be presented 
as phasing programs leading to the long- 
range land use-transportation alternatives, 
and will be combined with these earlier tasks.

On the morning of October 23, the consultants made 
a presentation to regional decision makers, including 
the Mayor of Tucson as well as several City Council 
members and County Supervisors. In the afternoon a 
similar presentation was held for the public, with nearly 
100 citizens attending. Edgardo Contini of Gruen Associates 
discussed alternative land use plans for the CBD, the 
University of Arizona and Park Mall shopping center. The 
consultants were subsequently given a 6 month time extension 
to incorporate the regional planning element, which had been 
agreed upon in the contract revision.
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II CRITICAL EVALUATION OP AMS
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REGIONAL PLANNING PROCESS

Transportation needs and problems 
occur without regard for juris
dictional boundaries. Because of 
this simple but important fact, 
transportation planning in the 
Tucson Region is carried out 
cooperatively by Pima County, the 
City of Tucson, the City of South 
Tucson, and the State of Arizona 
through the transportation planning 
program of the Pima Association 
of Governments (PAG). Thus they 
have the opportunity, through PAG, 
to have an effective voice in the 
planning and development of trans
portation on a regional basis, not 
just within their own boundaries.
(PAGTPP Annual Report, June, 1975).

The report does not mention the problems which might 
be expected with a fragmented authority base and dispersed 
responsibilities. For almost nine months of a fourteen 
month project, the consultant concentrated upon plans for 
internal circulation of activity centers, while making broad 
land use assumptions and data estimates due to the absence 
of land use plans and complete data. Still, comments made 
by steering committee members as late as July and by 
elected officials as late as October, reflect that these 
individuals assumed that between-center, as well as 
within-center circulation patterns were being studied.

There were two expectations which were not met by the 
time AMS began. It was expected that the GPP would be 
complete and provide goals and policies to direct AMS.
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Even more crucial was the lack of future land use plans 
and data. Nonetheless, the study was 'begun. To account 
for the AMS proceeding on a hit or miss basis would 
require an investigation of the judgment and decisions by 
individuals who sat on the PAG Regional Council, the PAGTPP 
Planning Committee, and, in particular, the AMS Steering 
Committee.

Perhaps the availability of Federal funding and the 
perception of a critical need for AMS precluded a valid 
assessment of available study resources by responsible 
officials.

' CITIZEN PARTICIPATION AND REVIEW PROCESS

Early in the study, the PAG Management Committee decided 
that presentations would be made to the public at large, 
in lieu of structuring a formal review committee. The 
consultant held a series of meetings in March and April with 
public and private officials and citizens to gain insight 
about activity center issues.

The first formal presentation by the consultant to the 
public and elected officials was held on October 23. 
(Transcripts of that presentation are incomplete). Since 
formal goals had not been established by that time, 
evaluations could not be made with reference to a specific 
set of study goals. Therefore, any input could not be much 
more than would have been expected at the beginning of the 
study itself, which ideally was expected to be a strong sense
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of direction from the CPP citizen participation process.

COORDINATION WITH OTHER STUDIES

While there was no coordination with the release of 
the CPP, it is likely that the expected strength of CPP 
goals and policies as a directive for AMs did not materialize. 
The policy as stated in the CPP for general alternative 
modes expansion forecasts a demand of 30$ non-auto trips 
in the year 2000, compared to 16$ non-auto trips in 1974.
While the 30$ figure represents quite a contrast in terms of 
current use, the question of 30% representing needs hy the 
year. 2000 remains. The CPP forecast .which projects a 
doubling of area population, activity center land use, and 
alternate transportation modes is for 7,771,600 auto miles 
per day in the year 1974.

TABLE 1
VEHICLE MILES PER DAY

Forecast 2000 
Actual 1974 
Net gain

AUTO
7.761.600 
4.300.000
3.461.600

NON-AUTO
3.326.400 
700.000

2.626.400
The activity center concept of AMS is in phase with

CPP's land use policy, AMS having drawn from early feedback
to the CPP, However, the AMS contract with Gruen specified
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studies of circulation within a few selected activity
centers; it was not until late August, eight months into 
a projected fourteen month study, that the AMS steering 
committee requested the consultant to prepare a regional 
concept plan. The draft CPP had suggested about thirty 
locations and by September the consultant was making 
specific plans for three.

Under the original contract, the role of the AMS 
consultant could be interpreted as support to only a 
segment of Policy 3 of Goal 3 of the CPP transportation 
element.

Goal 3: To ensure that the trans
portation system harmonizes 
with, complements, and helps 
achieve land use goals.

Policy 3$ To provide access by all
appropriate means.....
with emphasis on Activity 
Centers......internal
circulation must be con
sidered and provided for, 

(CPP TXPO Element p.30)

CONSULTANT-LOCAL STAFF COORDINATED ROLE

The decision to hire a consultant for the AMS was 
based upon the modeling capabilities that a consultant 
could provide as well as upon considerations of experience.

The function of the PAGTPP staff, as stated in the 
contract was:
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To prepare and/or gather at the direction 
of the Project Director or Coordinator, 
all travel and socio-economic data 
pertinent to the study-in the format 
established by the consultant-that 
currently exists in the PAGTPP files.

The obvious assumptions were that adequate data existed 
in PAGTPP files, and that PAGTPP had the capability to 
analyze the data. Neither was correct (for example see 
modification 5 on page 11).

Therefore, the resources which the AMS working task 
force could draw upon were limited. The following is a 
comparison of the AMS task force staff as of July 22, 1975, 
and the staff proposed in the contract:

PROPOSED TASK 
PURGE.

Director - as needed
Coordinator City 

3/4 time
Principal planner 
City 3/4 time

Planner II City 
3/4 time
Planner III 
PAGTPP 3/4 time
Program analyst 
PAG 3/4 time

JULY, 1975 
TASK FORCE

Coordinator City 
3/4 time

Principal Planner 
Oily 3/4 time 
until 9/75

2 Planning interns 
City 1/2 time

18
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Compounding the problems which might be expected when 
there is a split between those with authority (AMS Steering 
Committee) and those with responsibility (AMS Working Task 
Force), the project director left his job 2 months after 
the beginning of the study and has not been replaced.
While the title of Project Director was assumed by the 
assistant director of PAGTPP, the role of Project Director 
was assumed by the Coordinator.

DISCUSSION 
In summary;

1. AMS was begun before expected CPP 
and land use plans were available.

2. The contract with the consultant 
did not provide for a regional 
planning approach.

3. AMS decisions were made by a 
fragmented decision making body.

4. A decision by local officials to 
address the transportation issue 
was not made until August,

5. There is evidence (comments at 
October 23rd presentation) that 
elected officials were not aware 
of the original contract stipu
lation until 2/3 of the study time 
period had elapsed.

6. local staff has not been able to 
meet all of the consultant's 
information requests due to the 
lack of an existing data base.

7. The local staff has limited means 
available to gather and analyze 
necessary data.
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October 23, the following dialogue took place:
Comment by citizen: I think that what you have presented
is pretty competent. I think that there is one element 
that I think is sadly lacking and that is the living 
quality of this kind of concept. What we're presented 
with is blue lines which represent transportation land use 
but I don't see an overall goal or objective of trying to 
improve the living quality of the residents that are 
already there plus to induce other possible newcomers into 
the city or readjustment or to the rest of those living 
in Tucson.to this particular area. I see it as just 
a system of networks and I don't see and can't envision 
the quality of life.
Reply by Edgardo Contini, Gruen Associates: You're
absolutely right. We have not been asked to do that.
I'll gladly do it if I am commissioned to do it.

There is another prospective:
A key idea is to design with human 
beings as the measure, in hopes of 
solving or at least ameliorating 
many pressing social problems. Every 
day decisions are made with respect 
to these problems regardless of a 
lack of theory on people-environment 
interactions. It seems likely that 
the quality of these decisions can be 
improved by the provision of better 
information on how people perceive 
and react to their environment.

(Saarinen, 1976)
In September,1975, the local coordinator of AMS 

proposed a study to gain information about individuals' 
attitudes and travel behavior. While the study was not 
completed (See Section III), it represented the essence of 
what 1 feel should underlie AMS,

The most critical area of transportation planning 
is the need for coordination between land use planning and 
transportation planning. As mentioned previously, it is

At the presentation "by Gruen to the public on
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obvious that this relationship operates in both directions - 
one impinges upon the other. To determine which variables 
should be included in a transportation planning model is 
not easy. Rational models of spatial behavior are no 
longer predominant, likely because so much evidence has 
been accumulated which shows that people simply do not 
behave that way. This comes as no surprise to those who 
approach a system as a whole in order to understand it, as 
contrasted to those who reduce a system at the onset into 
parts in order to understand the whole, and often understate 
or disregard dynamic relations between the elements.
r ■

I feel the AMS is badly in need of a model organized
%with respect to relations between land-use and transportation 

variables, subordinating elements to the relationship, 
between them. This task has been left to the consultant 
(Appendix I, Task 408.03, Subtask 1 ).

Since the consultant has only sketchy data pertaining to 
land-use and transportation system factors, and little interest 
in psychological or social requirements without a request to 
study them, it is possible that the study may not lead to 
improvements as perceived by the users,

Saarinen cautions:
Some projects may create worse problems 
than those they set out to solve. This 
is especially true when stereotypic 
solutions are imposed from the outside.
The real test of a plan comes when it is 
measured by the yardstick of the users.

(Saarinen, 1976)
21



The payoff of a model lies in the capability of 
manipulating the variables to ascertain effects. As 
more research becomes available, models can be better 
justified in terms of variables which affect an 
individual’s travel decision.

The research which the local AMS task force proposed 
was to model travel attitudes and behavior on an individual 
scale. This was to be done in order to consider psycho
logical and social factors affecting a travel decision, 
together with the spatial/environmental system factors.
This methodology reflects the Gestalt paradigm that behavior 
is always a response to perception, never to the sensation 
of external stimuli alone. (An example of external stimuli 
would be transportation system factors),

Data from such a study would do much to enhance the 
understanding of the relationships between the transportation 
system and elements of the environment. Increased under
standing of these relationships are necessary to develop a 
valid and reliable transportation model.

Conventional urban travel demand forecasting usually 
relies upon descriptive data regarding trip generation, trip 
distribution, mode choice and route choice. I feel that it. 
is necessary to have an understanding of the reasons for 
particular travel decisions, as well. I feel this is especially 
critical when the attempt is made to relate current .travel
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"behavior to estimates of future travel through networks 
which will include refinements and, perhaps, innovations.



DKSIKBD END PRODUCT -

It is the task of the local agencies to develop an 
implementation process. One necessary task will be to 
develop an operational definition of an activity center.
The Coordinator has proposed the following: an area that 
because of planning criteria should become an activity 
center. At some point there must be coordination with the 
CPPj at that point, regional decision makers can integrate 
the outputs for GPP and AMS and begin to develop a regional 
transportation network.

A benchmark by yzhich progress could be measured would 
be the development of a coordinated plan with the University 
of Arizona. The University area is one of the Activity 
Centers under study as it is the second largest generator of 
traffic in Tucson. If AMS could transcend the City/University 
planning split (CPP, Economy element, p,4l) it would indeed 
represent a signficant advance to the people of Tucson.

Included in the first task of the work program is the 
establishment of a study organization and review process.
While the consultants met with local officials at. various 
times, I feel that it is doubtful that a rigorous study 
assessment process was undertaken by any of the local, 
responsible parties, from the Steering Committee through the 
body of elected officials, Management of the study has
likely been the most frustrating area to the members of the
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task force. AMS is considered a "special" program "by 
PAG. Unfortunately it might he special in that it has 
been vulnerable to misdirected notions on the part of 
elected and professional decision makers. This situation 
must be overcome if AMS is to realize its potential.
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APPENDIX I
OBJECTIVES AND REVISED
V/ORK PROGRAM



Q  B-S if CTV ue S
1. TO IDENTIFY SIGNIFICANT EXISTING AND POTENTIAL ACTIVITY 

CENTERS.
2. TO IDENTIFY THE CURRENT AND FUTURE ROLE OF EACH ACTIVITY 

CENTER IN THE REGIONAL FABRIC.
3. ORGANIZE EXISTING DATA AND GATHER ADDITIONAL DATA SO AS TO 

FACTUALLY DEFINE INDIVIDUAL AND REGIONAL PROBLEMS ASSOCIATED 
WITH ACTIVITY CENTERS.

A. THROUGH THE COMMITTEE STRUCTURE (CITIZEN-AGENCY PRESENTATION.
. INTERGOVERNMENTAL STEERING COMMITTEES AND STAFF) TO DEFINE 

INDIVIDUAL AND REGIONALLY BALANCED ACTIVITY CENTER TRANS
PORTATION ALTERNATIVES.

5. TO ASSESS, WITHIN THE LIMITS OF THE STUDY DESIGN, THE RELA
TIVE IMPACTS AND FEASIBILITY OF THE ALTERNATIVES; THE CONSUL
TANT-COMMITTEE STRUCTURE BEING UTILIZED FOR THE SELECTION OF 
LONG TERM LAND USE-TRANSPORTATION COMBINATIONS AS WELL AS 
IMMEDIATELY 1MPLEMENTABLE ITEMS, '

6. TO DETAIL AND CARRY OUT IMPLEMENTATION REQUIREMENTS OF THE 
SELECTED ALTERNATIVES, INCLUDING:

A, PASSAGE, THROUGH APPROPRIATE DECISION 
MAKING CHANNELS, OF THE SELECTED ALTERNA
TIVES,

B, FORMULATION'OF ENABLING AND SUPPORTIVE 
LEGISLATION,

C, RECOMMENDATION OF THE FINANCING AND 
OPERATING PROCEDURES,



ALTERNATE MODES .STUDY 
TASK TITLES AMD PURPOSES

01. STUDY ORGANIZATION AND DESIGN
To establish study goals and objectives and to prepare detailed 
study organization and design.

02, REVIEW OF CURRENT REGIONAL PLANNING
To review and monitor the existing transportation plans and 
planning efforts in the region and the work of Steps 403 and 404, 
to extract from them the transportation plans and information 
"necessary for this study.

« •  « • - s r a E ’ ™ ™ v e s

To define a set of feasible, long-term alternative transportation 
system-land use combinations which can guide growth in the major 
activity centers in desirable directions, and which will be studied 
and evaluated in detail in subsequent tasks.

CM, SELECTION OF AUTO-FREE ZONE CONCEPTS FOR MAJOR ACTIVITY CENTERS
To develop a land use-transportation plan for possible implementa
tion of auto-free zone(s).

05- M m M W W i f f l i i m f i i I “ llsroCT#T,<l"
To evaluate the relative costs, revenues, impacts, and degree of 
goal achievement of each of the selected alternative combinations, 
with the objective of providing a basis for selection of the 
combination to be implemented.

06. S E L E C T I O N ^ O F ^ H E ^ L O N G - J E R M  LAND USE-TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM PLAN
To select, from among the alternative combinations evaluated, 
the long-range land use-transportation system combination to 
be implemented.
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07. DEFINE SHORT-TERM IMPROVEMENTS FOR MAJOR ACTIVITY CENTERS
To define a limited set of most feasible short-term improvements 
for each activity center which might be implemented in the near 
term future to initiate progress toward achieving the long-term 
plan selected in the previous task.

08.
To evaluate the relative cost, revenues, impacts and degree of 
progress toward long-term plan achievement of each of the 
selected combinations.

0 9 , ’ SELECTION OF THE SHORT-TERM PLAN FOR EACH ACTIVITY CENTER
To select, from the alternative short-term combinations evalu
ated, the short-term set of improvements to be implemented.

10. PREPARATION OF IMPLEMENTATION PLAN
Completion of Implementation Plan and Preparation of Final Report



PAG WORK PROGRAM

STUDY: CONTINUING TRANSPORTATION PLANNING PROGRAM
TASK HO.: 403.01
TJTLL': STUDY ORGANIZATION AND DESIGN

9/10/7:;

SlP 12 b/-j
ri.'.iA ZiSSOCIATlV.N OF 

GOVERKMHh 13 ‘ 1 RA.NSP0.7TAf IGiN 
’ PLANNING J>.VOGRA.M

PURPOSE: To establish study goals and objectives and to prepare detailed,study organization and design. ‘
J~ ? • f uJ . • .

' • MAJOR
SUBTASKS: RESPONSIBILITY

1. Assemble past and current transportation local Agencies• planning efforts in the.region.
2. Review past and current transportation Consultantplanning efforts. . • .

3." 4^ym-tbe—TPrtê o-v^nmo:>t-5-1 -
establish an ongoing Citizen Participation/Review Process.

4. Assemble and review existing statements of .growth, development and transportationgoals and objectives for the region.
5. * Prepare a summary of major issues thatshould be addressed in the study, ba-sed 

^lon-xom^ittee-xcmmeats.

Local Agencies

Local Agencies

Local Agencies

G. Formulate a preliminary set of study goals Local Agenciesand objectives based upon existing state- . wants and issues to be addressed. . " •
7. Review statements of issues> goals and objec- *. Consultant lives and provide feedback to committees. •
B. Modify goals and objectives as necessary. Local Agencies

9. Suggest candidate locations for major activity Local Agencies
centers. • v *

• * * f10. Review and recommend major activity centers Consultant
to be studied.

-1-1-j— rPr-epat̂ â-dcUa-ilodr— l̂ im̂ plutsec!—s4rU(ly-d(As-ix;n------ — Consultant
p Tan-to-a e l-Ficwe—V! i e-o'>j-o<4-i-vo-s.

END PRODUCT: Statement of goals and objectives and establishment of study
organization and review process.

'f;'T
> v
M

%V



PAG UOiU'v PRO GRAM

STUDY: COCTIRUIIIG TRANSPORTATION PLANNING PROGRAM
TASK HO.:
TITLE:
PURPOSE:

SUBTASKS:

403.02 . .
REVIEW OF CURRENT REGIONAL PLANNING
To. review and monitor the existing transportation plans and planning efforts in the region and the work of Steps 403 and 404, to extract from them the transportation plans and infor
mation necessary for this study.

MAJOR
RESPONSIBILITY

1. Assemble aggregate regional growth pro- •_ Local Agencies
jections (population, employment, income, • " -households, housing, land use, etc.) produced by other organizations and select a .range of projections suitable for this study. Adjust and adapt existing projec
tions as necessary.

2. Review regional growth projections.
3. Assemble existing projections of subregional distribution of projected total

.* regional growth, and select a set of subregional projections suitable for this study. Adjust and adapt existing projec
tions as necessary.

4. Review subregional distribution growth
projections. .

5. Assemble data and information on thecurrently existing and planned regional 
transportation system - to include existing and^iuoj-actecl travel demand by 
mode. . .

G. Based upon review of previous planning efforts and available data and projec
tions, finalize data needs for subsequent 
study steps.

-E r, 14 o— wup ac-t-o-f-F UA—; t tw L-os vj\ - a-t-
w&a-seu^s-G<^raw4—demm-ud.

.Consultant 
Local Agencies

Consultant

Local Agencies

Consultant

T/aca-l-Agauciow

-R,— R<>\4ĉ n̂KUĉ :v-l4Ut-tti—iiiipaot-of—tiHj-so-mc?a-siH-esT-----------------Consul-Lanf-

-fK— lh'(qn>re— su^nary-oIMMuigc-s— ef— V‘eg->(;naT—imtl- - - - - - - - - - - Loe. a-T-Ag e nc-i-e-s
-subr*g-k>naJ— yv()w-U>- aiul-fî ive-l-demandv

-4-



|;||D I’ROHUCT: •
1. Statement of baseline regional aggregate growth and subregional growth projections to be used in the study.
2. Definition of4-stics and additional data needs for the study. • ^

Z -

L •

-u-



9. Assess probable effect of conceptual
regional transportation system on activity 
centers.

10. Assess probable effect of conceptual 
regional transportation system on transit patronage.

11. Assess the concomitant land use commit
ments and policies needed to implement the 
conceptual regional transportation system.

Consultant

Consultant

Consultant



PAG WORK PROGRAM

TASK NO.: 403.03
TITLE: DEFINITION OF -LOHEHTPRH- LAND USE - TRANS. SYSTEM ALTERNATIVES

FOR MAJOR ACTIVITY CENTERS*

STUDY: CONTIUUI KG TRANSPORTATION PLANNING PROGRAM

PURPOSE: To define a set of feasible, alternative transportationsystcai-land use combinations which can guide growth in the major activity centers in desirable directions, and which will be studied and evaluated in detail in subsequent tasks.
' MAJORSUBTASKS: RESPONSIBILITY

1. Propose criteria for evaluation of alternative transportation systems, including influences on land use. -ParM:4eb4ar^t-terrfr4&fVH%MM-l- be- •" -gj-yan-to- the ERA a ir
^rtrtcrqro4hrtrm;r -l i nil f-a-Hon^^qu-fr&tt^iHrs—14^ 
dfucsocu

• 2. Review of proposed evaluation criteria, modification as necessary and adoption through 
local committees.

.3. .Review activity center transportation and land use solutions planned and anticipated for
activity centers in other urban areas.

. G4. Review and evalust4e~r existing and future transportation technology and techniques for 
applicability to the Tucson region, including PUT, bus on exclusive lanes, bus on arterials,

. peripheral parking, pedestrian separation, etc.'
5. Review AFZ methods, problems and solutions utilized and encountered elsewhere.

Consultant

Local Agencies

Consultant

Consultant

Consultant

6. Propose criteria for choosing AFZ's. •
7. Review and evaluate proposed criteria forAFZ's. .#
8. Review, modify and adopt criteria through local committees.

Local Agencies 
Consultant

Local Agencies

9. Assemble information on existing land use, Local Agenciese~v00 :̂11-10— and— soc T —aG-tri-v-f-ty— |)nt-Lnv^-v in *
activity centers in Tucson, and existing plans for these centers.

v.tiiili.il Businu.so District, University of Arizona, an existing regional center, and a future major activity- center.



10. Review activity center data and plans. Consultant
11. Solicit, ideas and concerns related to land Local Aycncicsuse and transportation from government.agencies and appropriate citizen groups. •
12. Select and define a range of alternative Consultantland use-transportation system combinationsappearing to have the best feasibility and •possibility of meeting activity center transportation needs, compatible with regional plans, goals and objectives.
13. Prepare sketch plans of alternative activity Consultant

Center interrclationsbips.and a concept for connecting 
activity centers.END PRODUCT: A set of conceptual sketch plans for alternative land use-

transportation system combinations for the activity centers which can be studied in more detail.
• •• _

*14. Evaluate possible short-term improvements "which
might be implemented in the near term future.

*•7-



PAG WORK PROGRAM

TASK !IO.: 403.01
STUDY: COHTIKU11IG .TRANSPORTATION PPRiWlilG PROGRAM

TITLE: -SEbEe-B-Oif-OF AUTO-TREE ZONE CONCEPTS EOR MAJOR ACTIVITY CENTERS
PURPOSE: To develop a land use-transportation plan for possible implementation of auto-free zone(s).

. MAJOR
SUBTASKS: • . .. . -RESPONSIBILITY
. 1. Review major activity centers defined in Local Agenciesprevious tasks and propose areas for auto-

free zone appl ication.xn the CBD and University of Arizona.
2. Review proposed areas and recommend selection. Consultant
3. Develop schematic concepts for long-term AEZ's,including both capital and mon-capital intensive needs. low
4. .Develop schematic concepts for short-termAEZ's, including both capital and non-capital 

intensive needs. low
5. ‘Develop conceptual plan to accommodate

circulation needs for major activity centers including all applicable modes.

Consultant

Consultant

Consultant

6. De:,(oTop-cofioept-fo-r-good-s-(Pisia-ibut-ion-,—
^Xoxoid—em(:ngonoy.̂ Wri-cTo-aooo-S40r-;oB-ooRS-totxG -

m ?  rt hi rr-Cci c} r-/vPZ.
— GonsuTTrS t-vt*

7. Review of all concept plans by local committees. Local Agencies

END PRODUCT: A set-of concept plans to undergo evaluation and subsequentanalysis.

*3—



PAG WORK PROGRAM

STUDY: CO.TDHUIiJG TRANSPORTATION Pi.ANimJG PROGRAM
TASK NO.: AOB.05
TITLE:

PURPOSE:

SUBTASKS:

EVALUATION OF ALTERNATIVE T;CnC-YEiKi LAND USE-TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM COMBINATIONS FOR MAJOR ACTIVITY CENTERS
* ... implcmcnlability
To evaluate the relative -oosT-St— impacts:; and degree of goal achievement of each of the selected alternative combinations, V.LH4r4rhe-obJrc^H^^cT'— in'OvTtTiirr^- h^H-s— Eoiv— 5.eT(.-irt-'rO!>-or— ITre

. . MAJOR
RESPONSIBILITY

1. Proposed process by which evaluation . Consultantcriteria are to be employed.
2. Estimate the range of the projected • Consultantpatronage demand for each transportation

system altentative.by- ar.-appr&pp-fa-to- 
-modeT-i-ng— te-c-P. - (-T P.AI! P t AN - -f-or-e^rmipTe-)-
•baŝ d̂ pcnt~tT7e~a^^rHtdn“Pjrcy o r trerttr.

•̂ 7—̂—b&taioat e —pa N -̂i-ng—n-e&es—t-e—se  r v e— /vF-Z-1- s~- - - - - - - - - - - - - Irocnil—Agefte-i &s—activity centers.
4. " Develop parking concepts to serve AF-Z-̂ s-. - Consultant
5. Project range of construction and operating Consultantcosts, and operating revenues, for eachtransportation system alternative.

long-T-e^r.-r-€-ekic11 on- in--a-ir-poTTu- - - - - - - - - - - Gons-ttHimx- .4'-i-orr4 o-be-e-otfS-ed— bj^e-el-h-a-l T c-h  >aTrT,.te- .
* -transpoi-ta t i on -sy s-t e h — an4-ova-TuaT-e--degree- _ "• of-GO^:;TM aneo-vn t • EPA- objec-t-tvos-— regu-it^e- •* ..men bs— an d -pTcĤ s-Tor— Tues-Crn-o-i t^>ih>T-i-ty. :

List relative benefits/disEidvantages Consultant7. A-sscm W  o— re-Te^^-FhT-d a4r-3— no e d e d— TeJ- ev aT-uoTrC- - - - - - - - - - - IrOoaT— lAyene-i^-
■rr^ac-ts of each transportation system-land use combination, on businesses and property own ers. -i-tv-eae-Pr-moger-a et-tv-j-H'-eein.-er-. •

B_ _ Es.tima-tc— To’Ag-=.Lw^— i t upact s-0 !i-I:u-s-i n e-s se-s- - - - - - :- - - - - - Co :vsuT4a nC-
4md-prapcr-ty^
List relative benefits/disadvantages Consultant9. •Asse;nl A e -releva rit— da-t a-iH-e d ed -To - o va-1 u ate- - - - - - - - - - - Loe-aT-Ay one-i e-s-
•impae-t-s- of each combination on residents 
and housiiKj* an-eac4i-i::>jo!-'-acrt-i\M Ly-c-er.tet-.

TO;— E-s(riim:rk— T():'i(j>'tetxt:r-7!:tpiTCts-otr-rtrs-itH:nt:v 
aiid-!ious-ir,g.

-9-

Cons'uTtbnfc—



• List rcL'tlivc benefits/disadvantages 
11. -Ati-Tress—IcHUt-trevin-ec'S-i/r-ox^nue— of  

each coiiihination on local and s ta te  
ciovenvnent f inances.

JUL— ka\tî vL̂ LŜ ĉ S!̂ -ts-of-eofU./4:m(onuĉ -i%p̂ c-Lŝ - 
List relative benefits/disadvantages

13. /^ond}1^^d-evA;iWM%!-need wf-t̂ -ev-rVkta-te—  4itti)c't̂ 4rS of each transportation system alternative on transit-dependent population.
-Vb— bs-f-4 a-t e-4o ternv-frip a edrs-etv-b^&trH-t-- - - —

<iepê eftt--pepû a-c4oth
15. -Assess-t-he- relative benefits/anB^§c^ts-ay f 5 

each combination to transportation users.benefits/disadvantages
16. Organize the 4apaet-assessment for each combination in the evaluation framework previously formulated.
17. Evaluate the overall effects of each combi nati on. -t r. k i ng— fntG— oG&otmt—

•inu-tua 1 - i mi>i i c-o-t i o ns - of— prof^-ed-ZiF-T^-Sr

Consultant 
-ho Ctrl-Age nc-i es

-Consu-ltairt-. 
Consultant 
-I.-oca-l—Agensaes-

Oonsul-tttfrc-

Consultont

Consultant

Consultant

END PRODUCT: • • •
1.  A s e t  o f  impact assessments.

2. An evaluation of  each a l ter n a t iv e  land use-transportation  
. system combination for each major a c t i v i t y  center.

-10-



PAG WORK PROGRAM

STUDY: CONTINUING TRANSPORTATION PLANNING PROGRAM
TASK NO.: 
TITLE:

PURPOSE:

h03.06
R E V IE W  A L T E R N A T IV E  • *.
-SEWtC-T-I-OtR-OF THE -IrONEHTRi-rLAND USE-TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM PLANS FOR EACH ACTIVITY CENTER

review .
To the a lter n a tiv e  ,
44i s—l-otvg~r^44f>e land u se-tran sp ortation  system combi nation sto-

SUBTASKS: alternative plans and
1. Technical s t a f f  reviews th e /vva ln ation s  

•and - rec o endiht4  o n-  o n ■-t  h. e ■ c CT^^^-ti-o-n—to-'
-l.^rimpTe;seurtc-d for each a c t iv i ty  cen ter .

2. Intergovernmental Committee reviews the 
evaluations and neeemmendat iens-and- suggests plan modifications.

groups
3. ' Citizen -!R s - w - o w - r e v i e w s  the

evalb'U1- I OHS > * 1" n r̂;dxt-tr+0n S—a n'~l—d(nS-t~S—VG"̂ rS“5 
r^nd makes consents and suggest^ plan .modifications.

alternative4. Modify the .sjal-ccicd plans for each activity center as necessary. alternative *
5. Prepare a detailed description/of thecharactcristies of the -sel-ee-tsu plans for each activity center including: transpor-‘ tatdoA-sy&tem- - per formanc e-s tandaa^ds — a i r ^tKtl-i-ty-— efTentrS-, transportation system 

charactcri st ics.>_lan d-u s e.,._4^na^irrh—  -ccetiomTe-and'environmental impacts.-
6. Review by local committees.

MAJOR "
RESPONSIBILITY 
Local Agencies

Local Agencies

Local Agencies

Consultant

Consultant

Local Agencies

END PRODUCT: Land u se-tran sp orta tion  system p lan sfor each major 
a c t iv i t y  cen ter. ' • -

•11-



XSTUDY?.’■X CONTINUING TRANSPORTATION PLANNING PROGRAM

PAG 1,'ORK PROGRAM

%
TASK NO.
TITLE:
PURPOSE:

xX'i03.07 . • . ' y.
x  - . / •DEEINE-SHORT--TERM IMPROVEMENTS FOR MAJOR ACTIVITY CENTERS

\  ■ /To define a limited set of most feasible short-term improvementsfor eaclisactivity center which might be implemer/Ccd in the near 
term future to initiate progress toward achieyfng the long-term
plan selected in the previous task.

SUBTASKS:
1. Review the long-term transportation system- land use plan selected for each activity 

center and extract from it daX\» policies, and concepts applicable to-a shbrt-tenn plan.

MAJOR '
RESPONSIBILITY
Consultant

2. Solicit short-term iniprovcmenIXconce}rts fromgovernment agencies and appropriate citizen 
groups. /

3. Select and define a limited set of alternnXy.e 
s!mrt-term improvemejtC concepts appearing to 
offer the most progress toward achievement of 

‘the long-rangeJf)an.

4. Prepare a orpfiminary sketch plan of each •short-tcrnr.en ternative.
5. Rcvicw^aTid modification of sketch plans.

Local Agencies

Consultant

.Consultant

l.ocalx Agcncics
END PRODUCj A set of short-term conceptual sketch plans for the alternatives.

* C O M B IN E D  WITH T A SK  4 0 8 . 03



I’AG WORK PROGRAM

STUDY: 
TASK KO.

cormiiUjnG t [:a r s p o r t a t i o :i p l a r r i r g  prograii
A 03.03

TITLE: XX  EVALUATION OF SHORT-TERM ALTERNATIVE LAND USE-AliD .TP.AIiSPORTA- 
V O O H  SYSTEMS COMBlLYvTIOHS FOR MAJOR ACTIVITY CENTERS\ ......................................................  ' . /PURPOSE: Toxovahiatc the relative1 cost, revenues, impacts and decjroeof progress toward long-ten;) plan achievement of each of the

................. /
SUBTASKS:

1.

2 .

3.

/

4.

5.

G.

sclcctcd combinations.

\Propose•evaluation\methods to compare short-term alternatives.
Review and adoption of^evalnation methods 
.by local committees.
Estimate range of trip dernaiic[ anil patronage for short-term alternatives l^cfan appropriate modeling technique (TRAUPLAN/ fqr example) based upon availability o y d a t a . X ^
Estimate range of constpifction and Operating costs and operating rcyenues for eacliVdiort-

/

term alternative. y
/Estimate the reduction in air pollution tox^ 

be produced b> epeh short-term transportation alternative UJ U)

MAJOR
RESPONSIBILITY
Consultant

Local Agencies

Consultant

Consultant

Consultant

Local Agencies

Consultant 
Consul tains

Assemble relevant data needed to evaluate the 
impacts of/6ach short-term of improvements on • businesses! property owners, residents,housing/1'transit dependent populations, govern
ment c.o'sts/rcvcnucs in each major activity center. ./ ' -7. Assess short-term impacts.
/  *8. /  Evaluate the overall effects of each shortterm set of improvements.

9. Present findings.
END PRODUCT:

1. A set of impact analyses.
2. An evaluation statement on each set of improvements for each 

major activity center.

Local Agencies

-13-
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PAG WORK PROGRAM

COiiTl.NUJKG TRANSPORT ATI OH PLANNING PROGRAM 
A08.09 , ;
SLI'CCTION 0!' THE SHORT-TERM PLAN FOR EACH ACTIVITY CENTER

X / ■ '

SUBTASKS:

To select, from the alternative short-term combinations evaluated, the short-term set of improvements to be i mi) lemon tod.
; \

1. Technical staff reviews the evaluations and recommends a shortXtcrm combination for each major activity'center.\2. Intergovernmental Committcc\revicws the /evaluations and recommendations, makes a /  selection decision, and suggests plan > modifications. \ \ .3. Citizen Review Committee reviews the' evaluations, recommendations and /  \  decisions, and makes comments ago \  suggests plan modifications. /  \
• " / \4. Modify the selected short-tehm plan for X-each activity center as necessary.

I>. Prepare a detailed description of the 
characteristics of thc/selectcd shortterm plan for each activity center.

■ /6. Review at local leVel.

/
•MAJOR 

RESPONSIBILITY
Local Agencies

Local Agencies

Local Agencies

Consultant

Consultant

.Local Agencies

END PRODUCT: A shopv-term plan.for each major activity center,

w i t h  t a s k  -iok. og
-14-



TITLE:

PURPOSE:

SUBTASKS:

PREPARATION OF lI'.PLtT.F U T A H  Oil PLAN
Completion of Implementation Plan and Preparation of Final Report. . .

MAJOR
RESPONSIBILITY

3. Study-it-Hertvirt+ve methods of financing the 
a l t e r n a t i v e  ^ 4^ 4^ !  transportation system^ review with

the Intergovernmental Agency and Citizen groups 
ptOAP4y-C-omrt'44-tefrs> and recoiunend a financing 

. plan.
2. Investigate any state legislative action needed, review with appropriate local agencies, and outline needed legislation.
3. Investigate legal actions required by local government, and outline these actions.
4. Review ongoing capital improvement programs from the viewpoint of possible conflicts with selected transportation system and AFZ's and recommend appropriate adjustments.
-5. Examine and recommend an organizational vehicle or arrangement to carry out • .implementation.

Local Agencies

Local Agencies

Local Agencies

Local Agencies

-Local Agencies

fn— Fr^p:rre-a-^r-eT-W n a ry  t -imo- phased w&rL--------------------------LoeaT-Age n'c i e 5
p-po gn^m-4^o^^ompl-i-stv ■ -i mp-1 -c: 1:01 vta4-i-o a - 0 f- 
4T)Ĉ seT̂ t e (Ltrans-po-r4;aT44xft-sysĵ ms...

7. Review programs for financing, legislation Consultant
and implementation; including recommendations . •on the utilization of such funds as 1-710 Substitution monies i-ti-CHP.fl? tlie--1-97-3— Fcdcrzr}- M n— rn g !r,.cyAct- (Substitution of 
1-710 with Public Mass Transportation projects • has been proposed by the Mayor and Council of the City of Tucson and approved by the PAG 
Regional Council.)

*
8. Review implementation plan with committees. Local Agencies

{uict-obtcrm—im̂ eH:G4Pta-t4on-:)Ta4̂ -apppcrpaT-.
9. Make formal presentation to government Consultantand public bodies.

10. Prepare.and print a final report for the Consultant
study.

. .I NI) PRODUCT: An implementation plan.



APPENDIX II

ACTIVITY CENTER EXCERPT FROM
TUCSON COMPREHENSIVE PLAN



©  ©  W  , REGIONAL ACTIVITY CENTERS
OF POSSIBLE A.I'i.S, INTEREST 
SOURCE: COMPREHENSIVE PLAN
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Land Use 65

District parks fall somewhere in between neighborhood parks and regional parks, both in terms of size and vareity of facilities.
Other urban functions have a similar range of scales. Banks have only one main office, but often have a few district offices in addition to a great number of branches. The postal service has a main office, a number of branch offices, automated mailing centers, and a vast number of mail boxes. Each level in the hierarchy has its own special mix of services and facilities and is designed to serve a certain-sized clientele.
Commercial functions operate in much the same way. It is hard to go more than a few blocks in any direction without encountering a convenience market of some sort. Although their physical orientation is almost always toward a major traffic thoroughfare, these markets serve a distinct neighborhood function. The supermarket chains are the next step in the hierarchy. There are fewer of them, but they are larger and carry a greater variety of goods than the convenience markets.
The activity center concept for Tucson and Eastern- Pima County embodies the idea of a hierarchy of such centers.
Policy 2 Activity center planning will be based on the concept of a hierarchy of Activity Centers which differ from one another in scale and function.The need for the following types of Activity Centers is recognized: Neighborhood Centers, Community Centers, Regional Centers, and Special Function Centers.
Neighborhood Activity Centers: The Neighborhood Activity Center is intended to provide the residents of the immediate surrounding neighborhood with access to a number of retail and service functions at a single location. Specific sites and performance standards for these neighborhood centers will be chosen during the detailed planning process which follows adoption of the Comprehensive Plan. In general, sites chosen for the Neighborhood Activity Centers should be readily accessible by foot and bicycle. Although parking spaces for automobiles should be provided, the total number of spaces required may be less than are presently called for by existing regulations; the physical orientation of the center should be toward the pedestrian and not toward passing automobile traffic. The scale of the center, in terms of both building design and levels of activity should be compatible with surrounding residential areas.
Community Activity Centers: The Community Activity Center is intended to serve asubstantially larger area than a Neighborhood Center. To do this effectively, it must present a wide variety of shopping opportunities combined with an array of other activities including entertainment, restaurants, offices, banks, and certain public facilities and services--a branch library, local government information center, post office facility, and others. All the structures in which these activities take place must be arranged to be both convenient and enjoyable for a person to move among on foot. Additionally, public open areas should be made available for exhibits, dramatic and musical productions, and public meetings to serve as a social focus for residents of the sub-community in which the center is located.
Each Community Activity Center must be served by the public transit system. Each center must contain terminal facilities which afford users of the system a comfortable place to wait, and which provide up-to-date information about the operation of the transit system.



APPENDIX III
FUNCTIONS OF LOCAL ADMINISTRATORS



. The City Staff will work under the direction of the Project Director and 
the Project Coordinator will provide all necessary data to the completion of 
the Study in a format to be established by the Committee.

The County and City of South Tucson will provide a contact person that 
will aid the project staff in the completion of all data that they may have 
and that will be useful to the Study.

. -PAG-TPP . . .
Functions of the Project Director:

Coordinates the activities, either directly or through his representative, of the local staff and consultants, evaluates the progress of the Study and monitors output of the consultant in terms of contract specifications.Regularly reports to the Alternative Modes Steering Committee.

Functions of the Project Coordinator: .
Responsible to the Project Director, assuming those tasks as set forth, active in the day-to-day program of the Study, responds to the needs of the consultant in the collection of data, assigns various tasks to the local 

agencies and generally monitors the work progression to ensure .conformance to the established timetable. ' Serves as the coordinator between consultant and local staffs, assuring that the local staffs meet all time frames, thereby fulfilling the local agency commitment to the Study. Prepares progress reports periodically to the director and other committees, etc., as assigned by the director. . . .

Functions of the PAG-TPP Staff:
To prepare and/or gather, at the direction of the Project Director or Coordinator, all travel and socio-economic data pertinent to the Study - in the format established by the consultant - that currently exists in the PAG-TPP files.

PAG
• PAG as the Grantee will be .responsible for insuring that local agencies 

and the Consultant comply with the scope of work as delineated in this Contrac Responsible for fiscal management and for any reports necessary under the terms of the grant in concert with appropriate local officials.

-3-


